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Driving down College Avenue, alongside the University of Maine, you’ll pass numerous, extravagant fraternity houses with large Greek letters proudly displayed above their doorways—a representation of an age old tradition on many college campuses across the country. You’ll see members of UMaine’s 16 fraternities suntanning on their porches or playing frisbee in their front yards.

However, you don’t see the women that make up the eight sororities on UMaine’s campus. You won’t see any Greek letters of these organizations above any doorways. There is no indication that these sororities even exist on College Avenue. Instead, you’ll find these women in the basements of the residence halls on campus. Each sorority is assigned an underground oasis to perform all the duties that are required of them as a chapter, while up above, the fraternities of this campus are provided their very own homes to do so.

But this may not be the case any longer.

Chrissy Skidgel, a fourth-year nursing student and a sister of Alpha Omicron Pi at UMaine, began a sorority housing initiative last semester after learning that it was in fact possible for the women of Greek life at UMaine to have houses, but this possibility was never openly talked about.

The so-called “brothel rumor” could explain this discrepancy. The rumor says that only a certain number of women can live in a house before it’s labelled a brothel, according to The Daily Pennsylvanian. Skidgel sent out a questionnaire to all members of Greek life, as well as posted it on the Facebook pages of the UMaine classes of 2022, 2023, 2024 and 2025. The form posed multiple questions, including if the participant was a member of Greek life themselves, if they were aware that sororities were permitted to have houses on campus, if they had heard of the “brothel rumor” and if so, what their understanding of it was as well as if active sorority members would be interested in having housing for their chapter on UMaine’s campus.

Skidgel emphasized that her main point in beginning this process was to ensure that sorority women had the opportunity to have a recognized house.

There were 217 total responses with 136 responses attributed to Greek life members. When these Greek life participants were asked if they had heard of the “brothel law” myth, 89.7% of them said that they had. For those women in Greek life, 94.1% said that they would be interested in having sorority housing.

During a recent All Greek meeting, Skidgel presented her housing initiative to all of Greek life. Her call to action was initiated by the question: “Who has heard of the brothel rumor as the reason why sororities are not allowed to have houses on campus?” Every hand went up in that room.

“That’s why I talked at the All Greek meeting. Because we decided that if this is going to be something that actually works, it needs to be all hands on deck. It just catches wind better if you have everyone involved, so I wanted to get a representative from each chapter to basically give me their own perspective on what their own chapter would want,” said Skidgel.

“The pandemic ... revealed a lot of the inequality between [fraternities and sororities] on campus, because with all the pandemic restrictions, none of the [sisters] could go in their chapter rooms. All the [brothers] had their houses,” explained Skidgel as her primary motivation for beginning the housing initiative.

This fight is far more than just about sorority members being able to live in a house, but represents the sexism that permeates in all levels of society. These women don’t just want to be able to have a house to say that they have a house, but they want to be as equally represented as the fraternities on campus. If things are to change, we must begin at the root and work from there.
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Dr. Ed • 17 days ago
It isn't a rumor -- prior to 1995, when Maine law was changed -- it WAS illegal to assemble women in a house.

'for purpose of prostitution' was added.

Lisa Cornwell69 • 24 days ago
Minneapolis-based Pornography actress-TURN-Pro Sex worker activist-SIRI DAHL in 2021 POSE or MODEL on INSTAGRAM, TikTok, OnlyFans and YouTube Video for STREETLOW Magazine of San Jose California USA & LOWRIDER Magazine of Los Angeles California USA in 3-inch & above Black High-Heel Shoes with Black Panty-Hose with Suspenders or Black Fishnet Panty-Hose with Suspenders ATTACHED to a Mini-Skirt & Tank-Top or Shorts & Lingerie ALONG with Dangerous-Looking Mexican CHOLO GANGSTERS with a Shaved Head & Tattoos from Stockton California USA, San Jose California USA, Los Angeles California USA & Las Vegas Nevada USA Mexican or Hispanic BARRIOS by PERFORMING & MODELING for STREETLOW Magazine LifeStyle STOCKTON Car Show 2021 in Stockton, California USA on Saturday October 16, 2021 by mainstreaming STREETLOW Magazine LifeStyle STOCKTON Car Show 2021 LOWRIDER Street Fashion Car Culture of Stockton, California USA within The University of Maine.
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